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Eventually, you will extremely discover a additional experience and skill by spending more cash. yet
when? reach you recognize that you require to get those every needs subsequently having
significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more nearly the globe, experience, some places,
once history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own grow old to feat reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now
is Building Web Apps With Spring 5 And Angular 4 Ebook below.

Pro Spring MVC with WebFlux - Marten
Deinum 2020-08-15
Explore the designs of the Spring MVC and
WebFlux frameworks, and apply similar designs
and techniques to your own code. Along with
detailed analysis of the code and functionality,
this book includes numerous tips and tricks to
help you get the most out of Spring MVC,
WebFlux, and Java-based web application
development in general using Spring. You’ll see
how Spring MVC is a modern web application
framework built upon the latest Spring
Framework 5 and Spring Boot 2. Spring MVC is
suitable for building reusable web controller
modules that encapsulate rich page navigation
rules. Pro Spring MVC with WebFlux takes great
care in covering every inch of Spring MVC with
WebFlux to give you the complete picture. Along
with all the best-known features of these
frameworks, you’ll discover some new hidden
treasures. You’ll also learn how to correctly and
safely extend the frameworks to create
customized solutions. This book is for anyone
who wishes to write robust, modern, and useful
web applications with the Spring Framework.
After reading and using this book, you'll become
proficient with Spring MVC and be able to apply
it to your own Java web applications and
microservices. What You Will Learn Use Spring
MVC with WebFlux to build Java-based web
applications Employ the various Spring MVC
architectures Work with controllers Build
microservices and web services using Spring
MVC and REST Create reactive web applications
using Spring WebFlux Deploy your Spring MVC
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application to the cloud Who This Book Is For
Those with at least some prior experience with
Java web application development. Some
previous experience with Spring Boot or the
Spring Framework is recommended.
Spring in Action - Craig Walls 2018-10-05
Summary Spring in Action, 5th Edition is the
fully updated revision of Manning's bestselling
Spring in Action. This new edition includes all
Spring 5.0 updates, along with new examples on
reactive programming, Spring WebFlux, and
microservices. You'll also find the latest Spring
best practices, including Spring Boot for
application setup and configuration. Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology Spring
Framework makes life easier for Java
developers. New features in Spring 5 bring its
productivity-focused approach to microservices,
reactive development, and other modern
application designs. With Spring Boot now fully
integrated, you can start even complex projects
with minimal configuration code. And the
upgraded WebFlux framework supports reactive
apps right out of the box! About the Book Spring
in Action, 5th Edition guides you through
Spring's core features, explained in Craig Walls'
famously clear style. You'll roll up your sleeves
and build a secure database-backed web app
step by step. Along the way, you'll explore
reactive programming, microservices, service
discovery, RESTful APIs, deployment, and expert
best practices. Whether you're just discovering
Spring or leveling up to Spring 5.0, this Manning
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classic is your ticket! What's inside Building
reactive applications Spring MVC for web apps
and RESTful web services Securing applications
with Spring Security Covers Spring 5.0 Over
100,000 copies sold! About the Reader For
intermediate Java developers. About the Author
Craig Walls is a principal software engineer at
Pivotal, a popular author, an enthusiastic
supporter of Spring Framework, and a frequent
conference speaker. Table of Contents PART 1 FOUNDATIONAL SPRING Getting started with
Spring Developing web applications Working
with data Securing Spring Working with
configuration properties PART 2 - INTEGRATED
SPRING Creating REST services Consuming
REST services Sending messages
asynchronously Integrating Spring PART 3 REACTIVE SPRING Introducing Reactor
Developing reactive APIs Persisting data
reactively PART 4 CLOUD-NATIVE SPRING
Discovering services Managing configuration
Handling failure and latency PART 5 DEPLOYED SPRING Working with Spring Boot
Actuator Administering Spring Monitoring
Spring with JMX Deploying Spring
Building RESTful Web Services with Spring 5 Raja CSP Raman 2018-01-29
Find out how to implement the REST
architecture to build resilient software in Java
with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. Key
Features Follow best practices and explore
techniques such as clustering and caching to
achieve a reactive, scalable web service.
Leverage the Spring Framework to quickly
implement RESTful endpoints. Learn to
implement a client library for a RESTful web
service using the Spring Framework along with
the new front end framework. Book Description
REST is an architectural style that tackles the
challenges of building scalable web services. In
today's connected world, APIs have taken a
central role on the web. APIs provide the fabric
through which systems interact, and REST has
become synonymous with APIs.The depth,
breadth, and ease of use of Spring makes it one
of the most attractive frameworks in the Java
ecosystem. Marrying the two technologies is
therefore a very natural choice.This book takes
you through the design of RESTful web services
and leverages the Spring Framework to
implement these services. Starting from the
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basics of the philosophy behind REST, you'll go
through the steps of designing and
implementing an enterprise-grade RESTful web
service. Taking a practical approach, each
chapter provides code samples that you can
apply to your own circumstances.This second
edition brings forth the power of the latest
Spring 5.0 release, working with MVC built-in as
well as the front end framework. It then goes
beyond the use of Spring to explores approaches
to tackle resilience, security, and scalability
concerns. Improve performance of your
applications with the new HTTP 2.0 standards.
You'll learn techniques to deal with security in
Spring and discover how to implement unit and
integration test strategies.Finally, the book ends
by walking you through building a Java client for
your RESTful web service, along with some
scaling techniques using the new Spring
Reactive libraries. What you will learn Deep dive
into the principles behind REST Expose CRUD
operations through RESTful endpoints with the
Spring Framework Devise response formats and
error handling strategies, offering a consistent
and flexible structure to simplify integration for
service consumers Follow the best approaches
for dealing with a service's evolution while
maintaining backward compatibility Understand
techniques to secure web services Comply with
the best ways to test RESTful web services,
including tips for load testing Optimise and scale
web services using techniques such as caching
and clustering Who this book is for This book is
intended for those who want to learn to build
RESTful web services with the latest Spring 5.0
Framework. To make best use of the code
samples included in the book, you should have a
basic knowledge of the Java language. Previous
experience with the Spring Framework would
also help you get up and running quickly.
Learn Spring for Android Application
Development - S. M. Mohi Us Sunnat 2019-01-31
A hands-on guide to Android programming with
Spring MVC, Spring Boot, and Spring Security
Key Features Build native Android applications
with Spring for Android Explore Reactive
programming, concurrency, and multithreading
paradigms for building fast and efficient
applications Write more expressive and robust
code with Kotlin using its coroutines and other
latest features Book Description As the new
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official language for Android, Kotlin is attracting
new as well as existing Android developers. As
most developers are still working with Java and
want to switch to Kotlin, they find a combination
of these two appealing. This book addresses this
interest by bringing together Spring, a widely
used Java SE framework for building enterprisegrade applications, and Kotlin. Learn Spring for
Android Application Development will guide you
in leveraging some of the powerful modules of
the Spring Framework to build lightweight and
robust Android apps using Kotlin. You will work
with various modules, such as Spring AOP,
Dependency Injection, and Inversion of Control,
to develop applications with better dependency
management. You'll also explore other modules
of the Spring Framework, such as Spring MVC,
Spring Boot, and Spring Security. Each chapter
has practice exercises at the end for you to
assess your learning. By the end of the book, you
will be fully equipped to develop Android
applications with Spring technologies. What you
will learn Get to grips with the basics of the
Spring Framework Write web applications using
the Spring Framework with Kotlin Develop
Android apps with Kotlin Connect a RESTful web
service with your app using Retrofilt Understand
JDBC, JPA, MySQL for Spring and SQLite Room
for Android Explore Spring Security
fundamentals, Basic Authentication, and OAuth2
Delve into Concurrency and Reactive
programming using Kotlin Develop testable
applications with Spring and Android Who this
book is for If you're an aspiring Android
developer or an existing developer who wants to
learn how to use Spring to build robust Android
applications in Kotlin, this book is for you.
Though not necessary, basic knowledge of
Spring will assist with understanding key
concepts covered in this book.
Pro Spring Boot 2 - Felipe Gutierrez
2018-12-12
Quickly and productively develop complex
Spring applications and microservices out of the
box, with minimal concern over things like
configurations. This revised book will show you
how to fully leverage the Spring Boot 2
technology and how to apply it to create
enterprise ready applications that just work. It
will also cover what's been added to the new
Spring Boot 2 release, including Spring
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

Framework 5 features like WebFlux, Security,
Actuator and the new way to expose Metrics
through Micrometer framework, and more. This
book is your authoritative hands-on practical
guide for increasing your enterprise Java and
cloud application productivity while decreasing
development time. It's a no nonsense guide with
case studies of increasing complexity throughout
the book. The author, a senior solutions
architect and Principal Technical instructor with
Pivotal, the company behind the Spring
Framework, shares his experience, insights and
first-hand knowledge about how Spring Boot
technology works and best practices. Pro Spring
Boot 2 is an essential book for your Spring
learning and reference library. What You Will
Learn Configure and use Spring Boot Use nonfunctional requirements with Spring Boot
Actuator Carry out web development with
Spring Boot Persistence with JDBC, JPA and
NoSQL Databases Messaging with JMS,
RabbitMQ and WebSockets Test and deploy with
Spring Boot A quick look at the Spring Cloud
projects Microservices and deployment to the
Cloud Extend Spring Boot by creating your own
Spring Boot Starter and @Enable feature Who
This Book Is For Experienced Spring and Java
developers seeking increased productivity gains
and decreased complexity and development time
in their applications and software services.
Full Stack Development with JHipster Deepu K Sasidharan 2020-01-23
Written by the core development team of
JHipster and fully updated for JHipster 6, Java
11, and Spring Boot 2.1, this book will show you
how to build modern web applications with realworld examples and best practices Key
FeaturesBuild full stack applications with
modern JavaScript frameworks such as Angular,
React, and Vue.jsExplore the JHipster
microservices stack, which includes Spring
Cloud, Netflix OSS, and the Elastic StackLearn
advanced local and cloud deployment strategies
using Docker and KubernetesBook Description
JHipster is an open source development platform
that allows you to easily create web apps and
microservices from scratch without spending
time on wiring and integrating different
technologies. Updated to include JHipster 6, Java
11, Spring Boot 2.1, Vue.js, and Istio, this
second edition of Full Stack Development with
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JHipster will help you build full stack
applications and microservices seamlessly. You'll
start by understanding JHipster and its
associated tools, along with the essentials of full
stack development, before building a monolithic
web app. You'll then learn the JHipster Domain
Language (JDL) with entity modeling using JDLStudio. With this book, you'll create productionready web apps using Spring Boot, Spring
Framework, Angular, and Bootstrap, and run
tests and set up continuous integration pipelines
with Jenkins. As you advance, you'll learn how to
convert your monoliths to microservices and how
to package your application for production with
various deployment options, including Heroku
and Google Cloud. You'll also learn about Docker
and Kubernetes, along with an introduction to
the Istio service mesh. Finally, you'll build your
client-side with React and Vue.js and discover
JHipster's best practices. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to leverage the best tools available
to build modern web apps. What you will
learnCreate full stack apps from scratch using
the latest features of JHipster 6 and Spring Boot
2.1Build business logic by creating and
developing entity models using JDLUnderstand
how to convert a monolithic architecture into a
full-fledged microservices architectureBuild and
package your apps for production using
DockerDeploy your application to Google Cloud
with KubernetesCreate continuous
integration/continuous delivery pipelines with
JenkinsCreate applications using Angular, React,
and Vue.js client-side frameworksWho this book
is for This book is for full stack developers who
want to build web applications and
microservices speedily without writing a lot of
boilerplate code. If you’re a backend developer
looking to learn full stack development with
JavaScript frameworks and libraries such as
Angular, React, and Vue.js, you’ll find this book
useful. Experience in building Java web
applications is required. Some exposure to the
Spring Framework would be beneficial but not
necessary to get the most out of this book.
Hands-On Spring Security 5 for Reactive
Applications - Tomcy John 2018-07-31
Secure your Java applications by integrating the
Spring Security framework in your code Key
Features Provide authentication, authorization
and other security features for Java applications.
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

Learn how to secure microservices, cloud, and
serverless applications easily Understand the
code behind the implementation of various
security features Book Description Security is
one of the most vital concerns for any
organization. The complexity of an application is
compounded when you need to integrate
security with existing code, new technology, and
other frameworks. This book will show you how
to effectively write Java code that is robust and
easy to maintain. Hands-On Spring Security 5
for Reactive Applications starts with the
essential concepts of reactive programming,
Spring Framework, and Spring Security. You will
then learn about a variety of authentication
mechanisms and how to integrate them easily
with the Spring MVC application. You will also
understand how to achieve authorization in a
Spring WebFlux application using Spring
Security.You will be able to explore the security
confgurations required to achieve OAuth2 for
securing REST APIs and integrate security in
microservices and serverless applications. This
book will guide you in integrating add-ons that
will add value to any Spring Security module. By
the end of the book, you will be proficient at
integrating Spring Security in your Java
applications What you will learn Understand
how Spring Framework and Reactive application
programming are connected Implement easy
security confgurations with Spring Security
expressions Discover the relationship between
OAuth2 and OpenID Connect Secure
microservices and serverless applications with
Spring Integrate add-ons, such as HDIV, Crypto
Module, and CORS support Apply Spring
Security 5 features to enhance your Java
reactive applications Who this book is for If you
are a Java developer who wants to improve
application security, then this book is for you. A
basic understanding of Spring, Spring Security
framework, and reactive applications is required
to make the most of the book.
Spring Boot: Up and Running - Mark Heckler
2021-02-05
With over 75 million downloads per month,
Spring Boot is the most widely used Java
framework available. Its ease and power have
revolutionized application development from
monoliths to microservices. Yet Spring Boot's
simplicity can also be confounding. How do
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developers learn enough to be productive
immediately? This practical book shows you how
to use this framework to write successful
mission-critical applications. Mark Heckler from
VMware, the company behind Spring, guides you
through Spring Boot's architecture and
approach, covering topics such as debugging,
testing, and deployment. If you want to develop
cloud native Java or Kotlin applications with
Spring Boot rapidly and effectively--using
reactive programming, building APIs, and
creating database access of all kinds--this book
is for you. Learn how Spring Boot simplifies
cloud native application development and
deployment Build reactive applications and
extend communication across the network
boundary to create distributed systems
Understand how Spring Boot's architecture and
approach increase developer productivity and
application portability Deploy Spring Boot
applications for production workloads rapidly
and reliably Monitor application and system
health for optimal performance and reliability
Debug, test, and secure cloud-based applications
painlessly
Building Applications with Spring 5 and Kotlin Miloš Vasić 2018-05-18
Learn to build a full-fledged application in
Spring and Kotlin taking a reactive,
microservice-based approach for scalability and
robustness in the cloud Key Features Build a
full-fledged application in Spring and Kotlin
Architect your application to take a
microservice-based approach in the cloud
Integrate your application with a variety of
Spring components Book Description Kotlin is
being used widely by developers because of its
light weight, built-in null safety, and functional
and reactive programming aspects. Kotlin shares
the same pragmatic, innovative and opinionated
mindset as Spring, so they work well together.
Spring when combined with Kotlin helps you to
reach a new level of productivity. This
combination has helped developers to create
Functional Applications using both the tools
together. This book will teach you how to take
advantage of these developments and build
robust, scalable and reactive applications with
ease. In this book, you will begin with an
introduction to Spring and its setup with Kotlin.
You will then dive into assessing the design
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

considerations of your application. Then you will
learn to use Spring (with Spring Boot) along
with Kotlin to build a robust backend in a
microservice architecture with a REST based
collaboration, and leverage Project Reactor in
your application. You’ll then learn how to
integrate Spring Data and Spring Cloud to
manage configurations for database interaction
and cloud deployment. You’ll also learn to use
Spring Security to beef up security of your
application before testing it with the JUnit
framework and then deploying it on a cloud
platform like AWS. What you will learn Explore
Spring 5 concepts with Kotlin Learn both
dependency injections and complex
configurations Utilize Spring Data, Spring
Cloud, and Spring Security in your applications
Create efficient reactive systems with Project
Reactor Write unit tests for your Spring/Kotlin
applications Deploy applications on cloud
platforms like AWS Who this book is for
Developers comfortable using Spring who have
basic knowledge of Kotlin and want to take their
development skills to the next level and build
enterprise-grade applications will benefit from
this book.
Spring Start Here - Laurentiu Spilca 2021-11-02
"Spring Start Here teaches Java developers how
to build applications using Spring framework.
Informative graphics, relevant examples, and
author Laurenţiu Spilcă's clear and lively writing
make it easy to pick up the skills you need. You'll
discover how to plan, write, and test
applications. And by concentrating on the most
important features, this no-nonsense book gives
you a firm foundation for exploring Spring's rich
ecosystem"--Back cover.
Full Stack Development with JHipster Deepu K. Sasidharan 2018-03-23
Discover the world of Full Stack Development
with real-world examples. Key Features
Leverage the full power of the JHipster platform
to build complex web applications Create
microservices from scratch and convert JHipster
monolith apps into microservices Build and
deploy applications locally, in Docker and on
various cloud platforms. Book Description
JHipster is a development platform to generate,
develop, and deploy Spring Boot and
Angular/React applications and Spring
microservices. It provides you with a variety of
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tools that will help you quickly build modern web
applications. This book will be your guide to
building full stack applications with Spring and
Angular using the JHipster tool set. You will
begin by understanding what JHipster is and the
various tools and technologies associated with it.
You will learn the essentials of a full stack
developer before getting hands-on and building
a monolithic web application with JHipster.
From here you will learn the JHipster Domain
Language with entity modeling and entity
creation using JDL and JDL studio. Moving on,
you will be introduced to client side technologies
such as Angular and Bootstrap and will delve
into technologies such as Spring Security,
Spring MVC, and Spring Data. You will learn to
build and package apps for production with
various deployment options such as Heroku and
more. During the course of the book, you will be
introduced to microservice server-side
technologies and how to break your monolithic
application with a database of your choice. Next,
the book takes you through cloud deployment
with microservices on Docker and Kubernetes.
Going forward, you will learn to build your client
side with React and master JHipster best
practices. By the end of the book, you will be
able to leverage the power of the best tools
available to build modern web applications.
What you will learn Build business logic by
creating and developing entity models us the
JHipster Domain Language Customize web
applications with Angular, Bootstrap and Spring
Tests and Continuous Integration with Jenkins
Utilize the JHipster microservice stack, which
includes Netflix Eureka, Spring Cloud config,
HashiCorp Consul, and so on. Understand
advanced microservice concepts such as API
rout, load balancing, rate limit, circuit break,
centralized configuration server, JWT
authentication, and more Run microservices
locally using Docker and Kubernetes (in
production) Who this book is for This book will
appeal to developers who would like to build
modern web applications quickly. A basic
knowledge of the Spring ecosystem would be an
added advantage.
Hands-On Microservices with Kotlin - Juan
Antonio Medina Iglesias 2018-01-29
Build smart, efficient, and fast enterprise-grade
web implementation of the microservices
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

architecture that can be easily scaled. Key
Features Write easy-to-maintain lean and clean
code with Kotlin for developing better
microservices Scale your Microserivces in your
own cloud with Docker and Docker Swarm
Explore Spring 5 functional reactive web
programming with Spring WebFlux Book
Description With Google's inclusion of first-class
support for Kotlin in their Android ecosystem,
Kotlin's future as a mainstream language is
assured. Microservices help design scalable,
easy-to-maintain web applications; Kotlin allows
us to take advantage of modern idioms to
simplify our development and create high-quality
services. With 100% interoperability with the
JVM, Kotlin makes working with existing Java
code easier. Well-known Java systems such as
Spring, Jackson, and Reactor have included
Kotlin modules to exploit its language features.
This book guides the reader in designing and
implementing services, and producing
production-ready, testable, lean code that's
shorter and simpler than a traditional Java
implementation. Reap the benefits of using the
reactive paradigm and take advantage of nonblocking techniques to take your services to the
next level in terms of industry standards. You
will consume NoSQL databases reactively to
allow you to create high-throughput
microservices. Create cloud-native microservices
that can run on a wide range of cloud providers,
and monitor them. You will create Docker
containers for your microservices and scale
them. Finally, you will deploy your microservices
in OpenShift Online. What you will learn
Understand microservice architectures and
principles Build microservices in Kotlin using
Spring Boot 2.0 and Spring Framework 5.0
Create reactive microservices that perform nonblocking operations with Spring WebFlux Use
Spring Data to get data reactively from
MongoDB Test effectively with JUnit and Kotlin
Create cloud-native microservices with Spring
Cloud Build and publish Docker images of your
microservices Scaling microservices with Docker
Swarm Monitor microservices with JMX Deploy
microservices in OpenShift Online Who this book
is for If you are a Kotlin developer with a basic
knowledge of microservice architectures and
now want to effectively implement these services
on enterprise-level web applications, then this
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book is for you
Designing Applications with Spring Boot 2.2
and React JS - Dinesh Rajput 2019-09-17
Let us full stack development with Spring Boot
and React JS. DESCRIPTION Designing
Application with Spring Boot 2 & React JS is
divided into three parts. The first part introduces
you to the essentials of the Spring Boot 2.2
Framework and you will learn how to create
REST APIs and how to secure REST APIs. Part 2
steps behind the front end application
development with React JS and discuss React
features and its advantages toward the front end
application development. Part 3 expands on that
by showing how to deploy backend and frontend
application the PaaS platform and also will
discuss how to deploy application container
technologies such as Docker. KEY FEATURES ●
This book has a very specific goal to make
developing REST applications easier and
focusing on common challenges of the design of
the application with best practices. ● This book
is providing practical code examples from realworld experiences. ● This book is not only about
Spring Boot 2.2 and React JS overview but also
has an in-depth discussion about adopted REST
Architectural pattern and its constraints to
create the REST APIs. ● The book can act as a
tool for learning Spring Boot 2.2 and React JS
for the first time as well as a guide and
reference for those wanting to dig deeper into
specific features. ● This book is also providing
deeper information about the Spring Security
and JWT token-based authentication for your
REST applications. ● This does not only provide
information about to design an application using
Spring Boot and React JS but also providing how
to deploy your application to the cloud platform
(PaaS). ● Containerization using Docker is
another key feature of this book, how to create a
Docker image and how to run it. WHAT WILL
YOU LEARN ● Exploring Spring Boot 2.2 new
features and essential key components such as
Starters, Autoconfiguration, CLI, Actuator. ●
Develop a REST application using Spring Boot
2.2 and DevTools. ● Exploring Spring Boot Auto
Configuration and Customization. ● Creating
application profiles based on the environments.
● Learn to configure backend data using JDBC
and Spring Data JPA. ● Learn to configure a
DataSource for H2 DB, and also for Maria DB. ●
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

Learn best practices for designing a REST
architecture based application. ● Creating a
REST application using HATEOAS. ● Consuming
REST APIs endpoints with RestTemplate,
Traverson, and WebClient. ● Exploring JWT web
token for the RESTful APIs and explores how to
secure REST APIs using OAuth2 and Spring
security. ● Creating TESTING module of the
Spring Boot application and Unit & Integration
testing. ● Discuss React JS and its components
and also discuss React KS features and its
advantages and disadvantage. ● Exploring how
to create ReactJS components and how to
manage ReactJS component lifecycle. ● Taking a
quick overview of consuming the REST API
using the React application. ● Deploying the
application to the Cloud platform (PaaS). ●
Containerization and Deploy using Docker
containers WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR Designing
Application with Spring Boot 2.2 & React JS is
for all Java developers who want to learn Spring
Boot 2.2 and React JS as in the enterprise
application. Therefore, enterprise Java
developers will find it particularly useful in the
understanding of Spring Boot 2.2 and React JS
and how to develop a backend RESTful
application using the Spring Boot 2.2 and
frontend application using React JS framework.
They will most fully appreciate the examples
presented in this book. Before reading this book,
readers should have basic knowledge of core
java, spring, servlet, filter, XML, and JavaScript.
TABLE OF CONTENTS Getting Started with
Spring Boot 2.2 Customizing Auto-Configuration
Configuring Data and CRUD operations Creating
REST APIs with Spring Boot 2.2 Securing REST
APIs Testing Spring Boot Application Getting
Started with React Creating and Styling React
Components Consuming the REST API with
React JS Deploying and Containerizing
Application
Expert Spring MVC and Web Flow - Colin Yates
2006-11-21
* 1st and only book to market on the open
source Spring MVC and Web Flows, positioned
to become the new "Struts." * Will be the only
authoritative solution, by the Spring MVC and
Spring Web Flows project leads themselves. *
Two markets for this book. 1) Ex-patriots from
the Struts world who have developed numerous
web applications, but are looking for more and
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willing to take the initiative to experiment with
new solutions; and 2) early adopter web
developers into Web Flow, which has created a
lot of buzz and will generate interest around this
book as well as Spring MVC.
Data-Centric Applications with Vaadin 8 Alejandro Duarte 2018-04-30
This book teaches you everything you need to
know to create stunning Vaadin applications for
all your web development needs. Deep dive into
advanced Vaadin concepts while creating your
very own sample Vaadin application. Key
Features A one-stop book to enhance your
working knowledge with Vaadin. Explore and
implement the architecture of Vaadin
applications. Delve into advanced topics such as
data binding, authentication and authorization to
improvise your application’s performance. Book
Description Vaadin is an open-source Java
framework used to build modern user interfaces.
Vaadin 8 simplifies application development and
improves user experience. The book begins with
an overview of the architecture of Vaadin
applications and the way you can organize your
code in modules.Then it moves to the more
advanced topics about advanced topics such as
internationalization, authentication,
authorization, and database connectivity. The
book also teaches you how to implement CRUD
views, how to generate printable reports, and
how to manage data with lazy loading. By the
end of this book you will be able to architect,
implement, and deploy stunning Vaadin
applications, and have the knowledge to master
web development with Vaadin. What you will
learn Modularize your Vaadin applications with
Maven Create high quality custom components
Implement robust and secure authentication and
authorization mechanisms Connect to SQL
databases efficiently Design robust CRUD
(Create, Read, Update, Delete) views Generate
stunning reports Improve resource consumption
by using lazy loading Who this book is for If you
area Software developer with previous
experience with Vaadin and would like to gain
more comprehensive and advanced skills in
Vaadin web development, then this book is for
you.
Spring 5 Design Patterns - , Dinesh Rajput
2017-10-06
Learn various design patterns and best practices
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

in Spring 5 and use them to solve common
design problems. About This Book Explore best
practices for designing an application Manage
your code easily with Spring's Dependency
Injection pattern Understand the benefits that
the right design patterns can offer your toolkit
Who This Book Is For This book is for developers
who would like to use design patterns to address
common problems while designing an app using
the Spring Framework and Reactive
Programming approach. A basic knowledge of
the Spring Framework and Java is assumed.
What You Will Learn Develop applications using
dependency injection patterns Learn best
practices to design enterprise applications
Explore Aspect-Oriented Programming relating
to transactions, security, and caching. Build web
applications using traditional Spring MVC
patterns Learn to configure Spring using XML,
annotations, and Java. Implement caching to
improve application performance. Understand
concurrency and handle multiple connections
inside a web server. Utilizing Reactive
Programming Pattern to build Reactive web
applications. In Detail Design patterns help
speed up the development process by offering
well tested and proven solutions to common
problems. These patterns coupled with the
Spring framework offer tremendous
improvements in the development process. The
book begins with an overview of Spring
Framework 5.0 and design patterns. You will
understand the Dependency Injection pattern,
which is the main principle behind the
decoupling process that Spring performs, thus
making it easier to manage your code. You will
learn how GoF patterns can be used in
Application Design. You will then learn to use
Proxy patterns in Aspect Oriented Programming
and remoting. Moving on, you will understand
the JDBC template patterns and their use in
abstracting database access. Then, you will be
introduced to MVC patterns to build Reactive
web applications. Finally, you will move on to
more advanced topics such as Reactive streams
and Concurrency. At the end of this book, you
will be well equipped to develop efficient
enterprise applications using Spring 5 with
common design patterns Style and approach The
book takes a pragmatic approach, showing
various design patterns and best-practice
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considerations, including the Reactive
programming approach with the Spring 5
Framework and ways to solve common
development and design problems for enterprise
applications.
Pro Spring 5 - Iuliana Cosmina 2017-10-11
Master Spring basics and core topics, and share
the authors’ insights and real–world experiences
with remoting, Hibernate, and EJB. Beyond the
basics, you'll learn how to leverage the Spring
Framework to build the various tiers and parts
of an enterprise Java application: transactions,
web and presentation tiers, deployment, and
much more. A full sample application allows you
to apply many of the technologies and
techniques covered in Pro Spring 5 and see how
they work together. This book updates the
perennial bestseller with the latest that the new
Spring Framework 5 has to offer. Now in its fifth
edition, this popular title is by far the most
comprehensive and definitive treatment of
Spring available. It covers the new functional
web framework and interoperability with Java 9.
After reading this definitive book, you'll be
armed with the power of Spring to build complex
Spring applications, top to bottom. The agile,
lightweight, open-source Spring Framework
continues to be the de facto leading enterprise
Java application development framework for
today's Java programmers and developers. It
works with other leading open-source, agile, and
lightweight Java technologies such as Hibernate,
Groovy, MyBatis, and more. Spring now works
with Java EE and JPA 2 as well. What You'll
Learn Discover what’s new in Spring Framework
5 Use the Spring Framework with Java 9 Master
data access and transactions Work with the new
functional web framework Create microservices
and other web services Who This Book Is For
Experienced Java and enterprise Java developers
and programmers. Some experience with Spring
highly recommended.
Spring 5.0 Projects - Nilang Patel 2019-02-28
Discover the latest features of Spring framework
by building robust, fast, and reactive web
applications Key FeaturesTake advantage of all
the features of Spring 5.0 with third party tools
to build a robust back endSecure Spring based
web application using Spring Security
framework with LDAP and OAuth
protocolDevelop robust and scalable
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

microservice based applications on Spring
Cloud, using Spring BootBook Description
Spring makes it easy to create RESTful
applications, merge with social services,
communicate with modern databases, secure
your system, and make your code modular and
easy to test. With the arrival of Spring Boot,
developers can really focus on the code and
deliver great value, with minimal contour. This
book will show you how to build various projects
in Spring 5.0, using its features and third party
tools. We'll start by creating a web application
using Spring MVC, Spring Data, the World Bank
API for some statistics on different countries,
and MySQL database. Moving ahead, you'll build
a RESTful web services application using Spring
WebFlux framework. You'll be then taken
through creating a Spring Boot-based simple
blog management system, which uses
Elasticsearch as the data store. Then, you'll use
Spring Security with the LDAP libraries for
authenticating users and create a central
authentication and authorization server using
OAuth 2 protocol. Further, you'll understand
how to create Spring Boot-based monolithic
application using JHipster. Toward the end, we'll
create an online book store with microservice
architecture using Spring Cloud and Netflix OSS
components, and a task management system
using Spring and Kotlin. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to create coherent and flexible
real-time web applications using Spring
Framework. What you will learnBuild Spring
based application using Bootstrap template and
JQueryUnderstand the Spring WebFlux
framework and how it uses Reactor
libraryInteract with Elasticsearch for indexing,
querying, and aggregating dataCreate a simple
monolithic application using JHipsterUse Spring
Security and Spring Security LDAP and OAuth
libraries for AuthenticationDevelop a
microservice-based application with Spring
Cloud and NetflixWork on Spring Framework
with KotlinWho this book is for This book is for
competent Spring developers who wish to
understand how to develop complex yet flexible
applications with Spring. You must have a good
knowledge of Java programming and be familiar
with the basics of Spring.
Full Stack AngularJS for Java Developers - Ravi
Kant Soni 2017-12-05
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Get introduced to full stack enterprise
development. Whether you are new to AngularJS
and Spring RESTful web services, or you are a
seasoned expert, you will be able to build a fullfeatured web application from scratch using
AngularJS and Spring RESTful web services. Full
stack web development is in demand because
you can explore the best of different tools and
frameworks and yet make your apps solid and
reliable in design, scalability, robustness, and
security. This book assists you in creating your
own full stack development environment that
includes the powerful and revamped AngularJS,
and Spring REST. The architecture of modern
applications is covered to prevent the
development of isolated desktop and mobile
applications. By the time you reach the end of
this book you will have built a full-featured
dynamic app. You will start your journey by
setting up a Spring Boot development
environment and creating your RESTful services
to perform CRUD operations. Then you will
migrate the front-end tools—AngularJS and
Bootstrap—into your Spring Boot application to
consume RESTful services. You will secure your
REST API using Spring Security and consume
your secured REST API using AngularJS. What
You'll Learn Build a REST application with
Spring Boot Expose CRUD operations using
RESTful endpoints Create a single page
application by integrating Angular JS and
Bootstrap in Spring Boot Secure REST APIs
using Spring Security Consume secured RESTful
Services using Angular JS Build a REST client
using a REST template to consume RESTful
services Test RESTful services using the Spring
MVC Test Framework Who This Book Is For Web
application developers with previous Java
programming experience who want to create
enterprise-grade, scalable Java apps using
powerful front tools such as AngularJS and
Bootstrap along with popular back-end
frameworks such as Spring Boot
Spring MVC: Designing Real-World Web
Applications - Shameer Kunjumohamed
2016-11-11
Unleash the power of Spring MVC and build
enterprise-grade, lightning-fast web applications
About This Book Configure Spring MVC to build
logic-less controllers that transparently support
the most advanced web techniques Secure your
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

developments with easy-to-write, reliable unit
and end-to-end tests Get this fast-paced,
practical guide to produce REST resources and
templates as required by the latest front-end
best practices Who This Book Is For This
Learning Path is for Java developers who want to
exploit Spring MVC and its features to build web
applications. It will help you step up in your
career and stay up to date or learn more about
Spring's web scalability. What You Will Learn
Set up and build standalone and web-based
projects using Spring Framework with Maven or
Gradle Develop RESTful API applications for
XML and JSON data transfers Investigate Spring
data access mechanisms with Spring Data
Repositories Generate templates for a
responsive and powerful front end with
AngularJS and Bootstrap Authenticate over
REST with a BASIC authentication scheme and
OAuth2; handle roles and permissions
Communicate through WebSocket and STOMP
messages Design complex advanced-level forms
and validate the model Create maintainable unit
and acceptance tests to secure the apps Deploy
the web application to the cloud in a snap In
Detail Spring MVC helps you build flexible and
loosely coupled web applications. The Spring
MVC Framework is designed in such a way that
every piece of logic and functionality is highly
configurable. This Learning Path aims to make
you an expert in designing web applications with
Spring MVC 4. In our first module, we'll begin
with an introduction to the Spring framework.
You'll then learn aspect-oriented programming.
Packed with real-world examples, you'll get an
insight into how you can use Spring Expression
Language in your applications to make them
easier to manage and maintain. In the second
module, you'll learn everything you need to build
modern Spring-based enterprise web
applications. From practical development
techniques and useful tools from the wider
Spring ecosystem, to the new JEE standards, the
impact of JavaScript, and even the Internet of
Things, you'll feel confident that you can deploy
Spring for an impressive range of creative
purposes. In the final module, you'll find out how
to take advantage of Spring MVC's advanced
features - essential if you are to properly master
the framework. To do this you'll investigate the
inner mechanics of Spring MVC, and how they
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tie into to the broader principles that inform
many modern web architectures. With further
guidance on how to test, secure, and optimize
your application, as well as designing RESTful
services, you'll very quickly be ready to use
Spring in your next web project. This Learning
Path combines some of the best that Packt has to
offer in one complete, curated package. It
includes content from the following Packt
products: Spring Essentials by Shameer
Kunjumohamed, Hamidreza Sattari Spring MVC
Cookbook by Alex Bretet Mastering Spring MVC
4 by Geoffroy Warin Style and approach This is a
hands-on, practical guide based on logical
modules of the whole Spring framework family,
employing a combination of theory and examples
with pro-level practices, techniques, and
solutions.
Full Stack Development with JHipster - Deepu K
Sasidharan 2020-01-23
Written by the core development team of
JHipster and fully updated for JHipster 6, Java
11, and Spring Boot 2.1, this book will show you
how to build modern web applications with realworld examples and best practices Key Features
Build full stack applications with modern
JavaScript frameworks such as Angular, React,
and Vue.js Explore the JHipster microservices
stack, which includes Spring Cloud, Netflix OSS,
and the Elastic Stack Learn advanced local and
cloud deployment strategies using Docker and
Kubernetes Book Description JHipster is an open
source development platform that allows you to
easily create web apps and microservices from
scratch without spending time on wiring and
integrating different technologies. Updated to
include JHipster 6, Java 11, Spring Boot 2.1,
Vue.js, and Istio, this second edition of Full
Stack Development with JHipster will help you
build full stack applications and microservices
seamlessly. You'll start by understanding
JHipster and its associated tools, along with the
essentials of full stack development, before
building a monolithic web app. You'll then learn
the JHipster Domain Language (JDL) with entity
modeling using JDL-Studio. With this book, you'll
create production-ready web apps using Spring
Boot, Spring Framework, Angular, and
Bootstrap, and run tests and set up continuous
integration pipelines with Jenkins. As you
advance, you'll learn how to convert your
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

monoliths to microservices and how to package
your application for production with various
deployment options, including Heroku and
Google Cloud. You'll also learn about Docker and
Kubernetes, along with an introduction to the
Istio service mesh. Finally, you'll build your
client-side with React and Vue.js and discover
JHipster's best practices. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to leverage the best tools available
to build modern web apps. What you will learn
Create full stack apps from scratch using the
latest features of JHipster 6 and Spring Boot 2.1
Build business logic by creating and developing
entity models using JDL Understand how to
convert a monolithic architecture into a fullfledged microservices architecture Build and
package your apps for production using Docker
Deploy your application to Google Cloud with
Kubernetes Create continuous
integration/continuous delivery pipelines with
Jenkins Create applications using Angular,
React, and Vue.js client-side frameworks Who
this book is for This book is for full stack
developers who want to build web applications
and microservices speedily without writing a lot
of boilerplate code. If you're a backend
developer looking to learn full stack
development with JavaScript frameworks and
libraries such as Angular, React, and Vue.js,
you'll find this book useful. Experience in
building Java web applications is required. Some
exposure to the Spring Framework would be
beneficial but not necessary to get the most out
of this book.
Hands-On Full Stack Development with Spring
Boot 2 and React - Juha Hinkula 2019-05-23
A comprehensive guide to building full stack
applications covering frontend and server-side
programming, data management, and web
security Key FeaturesUnleash the power of
React Hooks to build interactive and complex
user interfacesBuild scalable full stack
applications designed to meet demands of
modern usersUnderstand how the Axios library
simplifies CRUD operationsBook Description
React Hooks have changed the way React
components are coded. They enable you to write
components in a more intuitive way without
using classes, which makes your code easier to
read and maintain. Building on from the
previous edition, this book is updated with React
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Hooks and the latest changes introduced in
create-react-app and Spring Boot 2.1. This book
starts with a brief introduction to Spring Boot.
You’ll understand how to use dependency
injection and work with the data access layer of
Spring using Hibernate as the ORM tool. You’ll
then learn how to build your own RESTful API
endpoints for web applications. As you advance,
the book introduces you to other Spring
components, such as Spring Security to help you
secure the backend. Moving on, you’ll explore
React and its app development environment and
components for building your frontend. Finally,
you’ll create a Docker container for your
application by implementing the best practices
that underpin professional full stack web
development. By the end of this book, you’ll be
equipped with all the knowledge you need to
build modern full stack applications with Spring
Boot for the backend and React for the frontend.
What you will learnCreate a RESTful web service
with Spring BootGrasp the fundamentals of
dependency injection and how to use it for
backend developmentDiscover techniques for
securing the backend using Spring
SecurityUnderstand how to use React for
frontend programmingBenefit from the Heroku
cloud server by deploying your application to
itDelve into the techniques for creating unit
tests using JUnitExplore the Material UI
component library to make more user-friendly
user interfacesWho this book is for If you are a
Java developer familiar with Spring, but are new
to building full stack applications, this is the
book for you.
Building Web Apps with Spring 5 and Angular Ajitesh Shukla 2017-08-22
A complete guide to build robust and scalable
web applications with Spring and Angular.About
This Book* This hands on guide will teach you
how to build an end-to-end modern web
application using Spring and Angular.* It is easy
to read and will benefit Java developers who
have been used to develop the back-end part of
web application while front-end (UI) has been
left for UI developers.* Learn the core aspects
involved in developing the backend and the UI,
right from designing to integrating and
deploying.Who This Book Is ForThis book is
targeted towards Java Web Developers with a
basic knowledge of Spring who want to build
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

complete web applications in a fast and effective
way. They will want to gain a stronghold on both
frontend and backend development to advance
in their careers.What You Will Learn* Set up
development environment for Spring Web App
and Angular app.* Process web request and
response and build REST API endpoints.* Create
data access components using Spring Web MVC
framework and Hibernate* Use Junit 5 to test
your application* Learn the fundamental
concepts around building Angular* Configure
and use Routes and Components.* Protect
Angular app content from common web
vulnerabilities and attacks.* Integrate Angular
apps with Spring Boot Web API endpoints*
Deploy the web application based on CI and CD
using Jenkins and Docker containersIn
DetailSpring is the most popular application
development framework being adopted by
millions of developers around the world to
create high performing, easily testable, reusable
code. Its lightweight nature and extensibility
helps you write robust and highly-scalable
server-side web applications. Coupled with the
power and efficiency of Angular, creating web
applications has never been easier.If you want
build end-to-end modern web application using
Spring and Angular, then this book is for
you.The book directly heads to show you how to
create the backend with Spring, showing you
how to configure the Spring MVC and handle
Web requests. It will take you through the key
aspects such as building REST API endpoints,
using Hibernate, working with Junit 5 etc. Once
you have secured and tested the backend, we
will go ahead and start working on the front end
with Angular. You will learn about fundamentals
of Angular and Typescript and create an SPA
using components, routing etc. Finally, you will
see how to integrate both the applications with
REST protocol and deploy the application using
tools such as Jenkins and Docker.Style and
approachThis is a straightforward guide that
shows how to build a complete web application
in Angular and Spring.
Spring 5 Design Patterns - Dinesh Rajput
2017-10-06
Learn various design patterns and best practices
in Spring 5 and use them to solve common
design problems.About This Book* Explore best
practices for designing an application* Manage
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your code easily with Spring's Dependency
Injection pattern* Understand the benefits that
the right design patterns can offer your
toolkitWho This Book Is ForThis book is for
developers who would like to use design
patterns to address common problems while
designing an app using the Spring Framework
and Reactive Programming approach. A basic
knowledge of the Spring Framework and Java is
assumed.What You Will Learn* Develop
applications using dependency injection
patterns* Learn best practices to design
enterprise applications* Explore Aspect-Oriented
Programming relating to transactions, security,
and caching.* Build web applications using
traditional Spring MVC patterns* Learn to
configure Spring using XML, annotations, and
Java.* Implement caching to improve application
performance.* Understand concurrency and
handle multiple connections inside a web
server.* Utilizing Reactive Programming Pattern
to build Reactive web applications.In
DetailDesign patterns help speed up the
development process by offering well tested and
proven solutions to common problems. These
patterns coupled with the Spring framework
offer tremendous improvements in the
development process.The book begins with an
overview of Spring Framework 5.0 and design
patterns. You will understand the Dependency
Injection pattern, which is the main principle
behind the decoupling process that Spring
performs, thus making it easier to manage your
code. You will learn how GoF patterns can be
used in Application Design. You will then learn
to use Proxy patterns in Aspect Oriented
Programming and remoting. Moving on, you will
understand the JDBC template patterns and
their use in abstracting database access. Then,
you will be introduced to MVC patterns to build
Reactive web applications. Finally, you will move
on to more advanced topics such as Reactive
streams and Concurrency.At the end of this
book, you will be well equipped to develop
efficient enterprise applications using Spring 5
with common design patternsStyle and
approachThe book takes a pragmatic approach,
showing various design patterns and bestpractice considerations, including the Reactive
programming approach with the Spring 5
Framework and ways to solve common
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

development and design problems for enterprise
applications.
Learning Progressive Web Apps - John M. Wargo
2020-02-18
Use Service Workers to Turbocharge Your Web
Apps “You have made an excellent decision in
picking up this book. If I was just starting on my
learning path to mastery of Progressive Web
Apps, there are not many folks I would trust
more to get me there than John.” —Simon
MacDonald, Developer Advocate, Adobe
Software developers have two options for the
apps they build: native apps targeting a specific
device or web apps that run on any device.
Building native apps is challenging, especially
when your app targets multiple system
types—i.e., desktop computers, smartphones,
televisions—because user experience varies
dramatically across devices. Service Workers—a
relatively new technology—make it easier for
web apps to bridge the gap between native and
web capabilities. In Learning Progressive Web
Apps, author John M. Wargo demonstrates how
to use Service Workers to enhance the
capabilities of a web app to create Progressive
Web Apps (PWA). He focuses on the
technologies that enable PWAs and how to use
those technologies to enhance your web apps to
deliver a more native-like experience. Build web
apps a user can easily install on their local
system and that work offline or on low-quality
networks Utilize caching strategies that give you
control over which app resources are cached
and when Deliver background processing in a
web application Implement push notifications
that enable an app to easily engage with users or
trigger action from a remote server Throughout
the book, Wargo introduces each core concept
and illustrates the implementation of each
capability through several complete, operational
examples. You’ll start with simple web apps,
then incrementally expand and extend them with
state-of-the-art features. All example source
code is available on GitHub, and additional
resources are available on the author’s
companion site, learningpwa.com. Register your
book for convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they become
available. See inside book for details.
Spring Boot in Action - Craig Walls 2015-12-16
Summary A developer-focused guide to writing
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applications using Spring Boot. You'll learn how
to bypass the tedious configuration steps so that
you can concentrate on your application's
behavior. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. About the
Technology The Spring Framework simplifies
enterprise Java development, but it does require
lots of tedious configuration work. Spring Boot
radically streamlines spinning up a Spring
application. You get automatic configuration and
a model with established conventions for buildtime and runtime dependencies. You also get a
handy command-line interface you can use to
write scripts in Groovy. Developers who use
Spring Boot often say that they can't imagine
going back to hand configuring their
applications. About the Book Spring Boot in
Action is a developer-focused guide to writing
applications using Spring Boot. In it, you'll learn
how to bypass configuration steps so you can
focus on your application's behavior. Spring
expert Craig Walls uses interesting and practical
examples to teach you both how to use the
default settings effectively and how to override
and customize Spring Boot for your unique
environment. Along the way, you'll pick up
insights from Craig's years of Spring
development experience. What's Inside Develop
Spring apps more efficiently Minimal to no
configuration Runtime metrics with the Actuator
Covers Spring Boot 1.3 About the Reader
Written for readers familiar with the Spring
Framework. About the Author Craig Walls is a
software developer, author of the popular book
Spring in Action, Fourth Edition, and a frequent
speaker at conferences. Table of Contents
Bootstarting Spring Developing your first Spring
Boot application Customizing configuration
Testing with Spring Boot Getting Groovy with
the Spring Boot CLI Applying Grails in Spring
Boot Taking a peek inside with the Actuator
Deploying Spring Boot applications
APPENDIXES Spring Boot developer tools
Spring Boot starters Configuration properties
Spring Boot dependencies
Professional Java for Web Applications - Nicholas
S. Williams 2014-02-21
The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java
web applications for the enterprise This guide
shows Java software developers and software
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

engineers how to build complex web applications
in an enterprise environment. You'll begin with
an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition
and the basic web application, then set up a
development application server environment,
learn about the tools used in the development
process, and explore numerous Java
technologies and practices. The book covers
industry-standard tools and technologies,
specific technologies, and underlying
programming concepts. Java is an essential
programming language used worldwide for both
Android app development and enterprise-level
corporate solutions As a step-by-step guide or a
general reference, this book provides an all-inone Java development solution Explains Java
Enterprise Edition 7 and the basic web
application, how to set up a development
application server environment, which tools are
needed during the development process, and
how to apply various Java technologies Covers
new language features in Java 8, such as
Lambda Expressions, and the new Java 8 Date &
Time API introduced as part of JSR 310,
replacing the legacy Date and Calendar APIs
Demonstrates the new, fully-duplex WebSocket
web connection technology and its support in
Java EE 7, allowing the reader to create rich,
truly interactive web applications that can push
updated data to the client automatically
Instructs the reader in the configuration and use
of Log4j 2.0, Spring Framework 4 (including
Spring Web MVC), Hibernate Validator,
RabbitMQ, Hibernate ORM, Spring Data,
Hibernate Search, and Spring Security Covers
application logging, JSR 340 Servlet API 3.1, JSR
245 JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.3 (including
custom tag libraries), JSR 341 Expression
Language 3.0, JSR 356 WebSocket API 1.0, JSR
303/349 Bean Validation 1.1, JSR 317/338 Java
Persistence API (JPA) 2.1, full-text searching
with JPA, RESTful and SOAP web services,
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP),
and OAuth Professional Java for Web
Applications is the complete Wrox guide for
software developers who are familiar with Java
and who are ready to build high-level enterprise
Java web applications.
Hands-On High Performance with Spring 5 Chintan Mehta 2018-06-12
A hands-on guide to creating, monitoring, and
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tuning a high performance Spring web
application Key Features Understand common
performance pitfalls and improve your
application's performance Build and deploy
strategies for complex applications using the
microservice architecture Understand internals
of JVM - the core of all Java Runtime
Environments Book Description While writing an
application, performance is paramount.
Performance tuning for real-world applications
often involves activities geared toward detecting
bottlenecks. The recent release of Spring 5.0
brings major advancements in the rich API
provided by the Spring framework, which means
developers need to master its tools and
techniques to achieve high performance
applications. Hands-On High Performance with
Spring 5 begins with the Spring framework's
core features, exploring the integration of
different Spring projects. It proceeds to evaluate
various Spring specifications to identify those
adversely affecting performance. You will learn
about bean wiring configurations, aspectoriented programming, database interaction,
and Hibernate to focus on the metrics that help
identify performance bottlenecks. You will also
look at application monitoring, performance
optimization, JVM internals, and garbage
collection optimization. Lastly, the book will
show you how to leverage the microservice
architecture to build a high performance and
resilient application. By the end of the book, you
will have gained an insight into various
techniques and solutions to build and
troubleshoot high performance Spring-based
applications. What you will learn Master
programming best practices and performance
improvement with bean wiring Analyze the
performance of various AOP implementations
Explore database interactions with Spring to
optimize design and configuration Solve
Hibernate performance issues and traps
Leverage multithreading and concurrent
programming to improve application
performance Gain a solid foundation in JVM
performance tuning using various tools Learn
the key concepts of the microservice
architecture and how to monitor them Perform
Spring Boot performance tuning, monitoring,
and health checks Who this book is for If you’re
a Spring developer who’d like to build high
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

performance applications and have more control
over your application's performance in
production and development, this book is for
you. Some familiarity with Java, Maven, and
Eclipse is necessary.
Beginning Spring 5 - Joseph B. Ottinger
2019-09-06
Get started with Spring Framework 5 and its
ecosystem, with a guide to the working practices
in modern development. Authors Joseph Ottinger
and Andrew Lombardi will teach you how to use
the Spring Framework to build Java-based
applications, web applications, and
microservices. You’ll see how Spring has
drastically and positively affected the way we
program and design applications in Java.
Beginning Spring 5 discusses how you can build
apps with the Spring mindset and what the
benefits of that mindset are. Along the way you
will learn many aspects of the Spring ecosystem
with easy-to-understand applications designed to
teach you not only the technology, but also the
practices that benefit the most from Spring.
What You Will LearnDiscover the most common
use cases encountered in the real world Create
reliable, tested, modular software, building skills
that will translate well across all languages and
environments. Integrate and use data access and
persistence frameworks such as Hibernate, JPA,
and MongoDB Program functional or reactive
Java with the latest Spring 5 features including
WebFlux Who This Book Is For Those who are
new to Spring or for those who have experience
with Spring but want to learn what's new in
Spring 5. This book assumes you have some
prior coding experience in Java at least.
Spring 5. 0 Projects - Nilang Patel 2019-02-28
Discover the latest features of Spring framework
by building robust, fast, and reactive web
applications Key Features Take advantage of all
the features of Spring 5.0 with third party tools
to build a robust back end Secure Spring based
web application using Spring Security
framework with LDAP and OAuth protocol
Develop robust and scalable microservice based
applications on Spring Cloud, using Spring Boot
Book Description Spring makes it easy to create
RESTful applications, merge with social services,
communicate with modern databases, secure
your system, and make your code modular and
easy to test. With the arrival of Spring Boot,
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developers can really focus on the code and
deliver great value, with minimal contour. This
book will show you how to build various projects
in Spring 5.0, using its features and third party
tools. We'll start by creating a web application
using Spring MVC, Spring Data, the World Bank
API for some statistics on different countries,
and MySQL database. Moving ahead, you'll build
a RESTful web services application using Spring
WebFlux framework. You'll be then taken
through creating a Spring Boot-based simple
blog management system, which uses
Elasticsearch as the data store. Then, you'll use
Spring Security with the LDAP libraries for
authenticating users and create a central
authentication and authorization server using
OAuth 2 protocol. Further, you'll understand
how to create Spring Boot-based monolithic
application using JHipster. Toward the end, we'll
create an online book store with microservice
architecture using Spring Cloud and Netﬂix OSS
components, and a task management system
using Spring and Kotlin. By the end of the book,
you'll be able to create coherent and ﬂexible
real-time web applications using Spring
Framework. What you will learn Build Spring
based application using Bootstrap template and
JQuery Understand the Spring WebFlux
framework and how it uses Reactor library
Interact with Elasticsearch for indexing,
querying, and aggregating data Create a simple
monolithic application using JHipster Use Spring
Security and Spring Security LDAP and OAuth
libraries for Authentication Develop a
microservice-based application with Spring
Cloud and Netflix Work on Spring Framework
with Kotlin Who this book is for This book is for
competent Spring developers who wish to
understand how to develop complex yet flexible
applications with Spring. You must have a good
knowledge of Java programming and be familiar
with the basics of Spring.
Pivotal Certified Professional Core Spring 5
Developer Exam - Iuliana Cosmina 2019-12-10
Pass the Pivotal Certified Professional exam for
Core Spring, based on the latest Spring
Framework 5, using source code examples,
study summaries, and mock exams. This book
now includes WebFlux, reactive programming,
and more found in Spring 5. You'll find a
descriptive overview of certification-related
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

Spring modules and a single example application
demonstrating the use of all required Spring
modules. Furthermore, in Pivotal Certified
Professional Core Spring 5 Developer Exam,
Second Edition, each chapter contains a brief
study summary and question set, and the book’s
free downloadable source code package includes
one mock exam (50 questions – like a real exam).
After using this study guide, you will be ready to
take and pass the Pivotal Certified Professional
exam. When you become Pivotal Certified, you
will have one of the most valuable credentials in
Java. Pivotal certification helps you advance your
skills and your career, and get the maximum
benefit from Spring. Passing the exam
demonstrates your understanding of Spring and
validates your familiarity with: container-basics,
aspect oriented programming (AOP), data access
and transactions, Spring Security, Spring Boot,
microservices, and Spring model-view-controller
(MVC). Good luck! What You Will Learn
Understand the core principles of Spring
Framework 5Use dependency injectionWork
with aspects in Spring and do AOP (aspect
oriented programming)Control transactional
behavior and work with SQL and NoSQL
databasesCreate and secure web applications
based on Spring MVCGet to know the format of
the exam and the type of questions in itCreate
Spring microservices applications Who This
Book Is For Spring developers who have taken
the Pivotal Core Spring class are eligible to take
the Pivotal Certified Professional exam.
Building Applications with Spring 5 and Vue. Js 2
- James J. Ye 2018-10-26
Become efficient in both frontend and backend
web development with Spring and Vue Key
Features Connect application's frontend and
backend with Vue, Vuex, and Spring Boot
Leverage the latest web standards to enhance
code performance, readability, and crosscompatibility Build secure full-stack web
applications with Spring Security Book
Description Building Applications with Spring 5
and Vue.js 2, with its practical approach, helps
you become a full-stack web developer. As well
as knowing how to write frontend and backend
code, a developer has to tackle all problems
encountered in the application development life
cycle - starting from the simple idea of an
application, to the UI and technical designs, and
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all the way to implementation, testing,
production deployment, and monitoring. With
the help of this book, you'll get to grips with
Spring 5 and Vue.js 2 as you learn how to
develop a web application. From the initial
structuring to full deployment, you'll be guided
at every step of developing a web application
from scratch with Vue.js 2 and Spring 5. You'll
learn how to create different components of your
application as you progress through each
chapter, followed by exploring different tools in
these frameworks to expedite your development
cycle. By the end of this book, you'll have gained
a complete understanding of the key design
patterns and best practices that underpin
professional full-stack web development. What
you will learn Analyze requirements and design
data models Develop a single-page application
using Vue.js 2 and Spring 5 Practice concept,
logical, and physical data modeling Design,
implement, secure, and test RESTful API Add
test cases to improve reliability of an application
Monitor and deploy your application to
production Who this book is for Building
Applications with Spring 5.0 and Vue.js 2.0 is for
you if you are developer who is new to Vue.js or
Spring. It is assumed that you have some
knowledge of HTML, CSS, and Java.
Pro Spring MVC: With Web Flow - Marten
Deinum 2012-10-06
Pro Spring MVC provides in-depth coverage of
Spring MVC and Spring Web Flow, two highly
customizable and powerful web frameworks
brought to you by the developers and community
of the Spring Framework. Spring MVC is a
modern web application framework built upon
the Spring Framework, and Spring Web Flow is
a project that complements Spring MVC for
building reusable web controller modules that
encapsulate rich page navigation rules. Along
with detailed analysis of the code and
functionality, plus the first published coverage of
Spring Web Flow 2.x, this book includes
numerous tips and tricks to help you get the
most out of Spring MVC, Spring Web Flow, and
web development in general. Spring MVC and
Spring Web Flow have been upgraded in the
new Spring Framework 3.1 and are engineered
with important considerations for design
patterns and expert object-oriented
programming techniques. This book explains not
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

only the design decisions of the frameworks, but
also how you can apply similar designs and
techniques to your own code. This book takes
great care in covering every inch of Spring MVC
and Spring Web Flow to give you the complete
picture. Along with all the best known features
of these frameworks, you’ll discover some new
hidden treasures. You’ll also learn how to
correctly and safely extend the frameworks to
create customized solutions. This book is for
anyone who wishes to write robust, modern, and
useful web applications with the Spring
Framework.
Full Stack Development with JHipster - Deepu K
Sasidharan 2018-03-23
Discover the world of Full Stack Development
with real-world examples. Key Features
Leverage the full power of the JHipster platform
to build complex web applications Create
microservices from scratch and convert JHipster
monolith apps into microservices Build and
deploy applications locally, in Docker and on
various cloud platforms. Book Description
JHipster is a development platform to generate,
develop, and deploy Spring Boot and
Angular/React applications and Spring
microservices. It provides you with a variety of
tools that will help you quickly build modern web
applications. This book will be your guide to
building full stack applications with Spring and
Angular using the JHipster tool set. You will
begin by understanding what JHipster is and the
various tools and technologies associated with it.
You will learn the essentials of a full stack
developer before getting hands-on and building
a monolithic web application with JHipster.
From here you will learn the JHipster Domain
Language with entity modeling and entity
creation using JDL and JDL studio. Moving on,
you will be introduced to client side technologies
such as Angular and Bootstrap and will delve
into technologies such as Spring Security,
Spring MVC, and Spring Data. You will learn to
build and package apps for production with
various deployment options such as Heroku and
more. During the course of the book, you will be
introduced to microservice server-side
technologies and how to break your monolithic
application with a database of your choice. Next,
the book takes you through cloud deployment
with microservices on Docker and Kubernetes.
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Going forward, you will learn to build your client
side with React and master JHipster best
practices. By the end of the book, you will be
able to leverage the power of the best tools
available to build modern web applications.
What you will learn Build business logic by
creating and developing entity models us the
JHipster Domain Language Customize web
applications with Angular, Bootstrap and Spring
Tests and Continuous Integration with Jenkins
Utilize the JHipster microservice stack, which
includes Netflix Eureka, Spring Cloud config,
HashiCorp Consul, and so on. Understand
advanced microservice concepts such as API
rout, load balancing, rate limit, circuit break,
centralized configuration server, JWT
authentication, and more Run microservices
locally using Docker and Kubernetes (in
production) Who this book is for This book will
appeal to developers who would like to build
modern web applications quickly. A basic
knowledge of the Spring ecosystem would be an
added advantage.
The JHipster Mini-Book - Matt Raible
2016-11-25
The things you need to do to set up a new
software project can be daunting. First, you have
to select the back-end framework to create your
API, choose your database, set up security, and
choose your build tool. Then you have to choose
the tools to create your front end: select a UI
framework, configure a build tool, set up Sass
processing, configure your browser to autorefresh when you make changes, and configure
the client and server so they work in unison. If
you're building a new application using Spring
Boot and Angular, you can save days by using
JHipster. JHipster generates a complete and
modern web app, unifying: - A high-performance
and robust Java stack on the server side with
Spring Boot - A sleek, modern, mobile-first frontend with Angular and Bootstrap - A robust
microservice architecture with the JHipster
Registry, Netflix OSS, the ELK stack, and Docker
- A powerful workflow to build your application
with Yeoman, Webpack, and Maven/Gradle
Full Stack AngularJS for Java Developers - Ravi
Kant Soni 2017-12-04
Get introduced to full stack enterprise
development. Whether you are new to AngularJS
and Spring RESTful web services, or you are a
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

seasoned expert, you will be able to build a fullfeatured web application from scratch using
AngularJS and Spring RESTful web services. Full
stack web development is in demand because
you can explore the best of different tools and
frameworks and yet make your apps solid and
reliable in design, scalability, robustness, and
security. This book assists you in creating your
own full stack development environment that
includes the powerful and revamped AngularJS,
and Spring REST. The architecture of modern
applications is covered to prevent the
development of isolated desktop and mobile
applications. By the time you reach the end of
this book you will have built a full-featured
dynamic app. You will start your journey by
setting up a Spring Boot development
environment and creating your RESTful services
to perform CRUD operations. Then you will
migrate the front-end tools—AngularJS and
Bootstrap—into your Spring Boot application to
consume RESTful services. You will secure your
REST API using Spring Security and consume
your secured REST API using AngularJS. What
You'll Learn Build a REST application with
Spring Boot Expose CRUD operations using
RESTful endpoints Create a single page
application by integrating Angular JS and
Bootstrap in Spring Boot Secure REST APIs
using Spring Security Consume secured RESTful
Services using Angular JS Build a REST client
using a REST template to consume RESTful
services Test RESTful services using the Spring
MVC Test Framework Who This Book Is For Web
application developers with previous Java
programming experience who want to create
enterprise-grade, scalable Java apps using
powerful front tools such as AngularJS and
Bootstrap along with popular back-end
frameworks such as Spring Boot
Learn Java for Web Development - Vishal Layka
2014-02-15
AngularJS is the leading framework for building
dynamic JavaScript applications that take
advantage of the capabilities of modern
browsers and devices. AngularJS, which is
maintained by Google, brings the power of the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern to the
client, providing the foundation for complex and
rich web apps. It allows you to build applications
that are smaller, faster, and with a lighter
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resource footprint than ever before.Best-selling
author Adam Freeman explains how to get the
most from AngularJS. He begins by describing
the MVC pattern and the many benefits that can
be gained...
Building Web Apps with Spring 5 and
Angular - Ajitesh Shukla 2017-08-24
A complete guide to build robust and scalable
web applications with Spring and Angular. About
This Book This hands on guide will teach you
how to build an end-to-end modern web
application using Spring and Angular. It is easy
to read and will benefit Java developers who
have been used to develop the back-end part of
web application while front-end (UI) has been
left for UI developers. Learn the core aspects
involved in developing the backend and the UI,
right from designing to integrating and
deploying. Who This Book Is For This book is
targeted towards Java Web Developers with a
basic knowledge of Spring who want to build
complete web applications in a fast and effective
way. They will want to gain a stronghold on both
frontend and backend development to advance
in their careers. What You Will Learn Set up
development environment for Spring Web App
and Angular app. Process web request and
response and build REST API endpoints. Create
data access components using Spring Web MVC
framework and Hibernate Use Junit 5 to test
your application Learn the fundamental concepts
around building Angular Configure and use
Routes and Components. Protect Angular app
content from common web vulnerabilities and
attacks. Integrate Angular apps with Spring Boot
Web API endpoints Deploy the web application
based on CI and CD using Jenkins and Docker
containers In Detail Spring is the most popular
application development framework being
adopted by millions of developers around the
world to create high performing, easily testable,
reusable code. Its lightweight nature and
extensibility helps you write robust and highlyscalable server-side web applications. Coupled
with the power and efficiency of Angular,
creating web applications has never been easier.
If you want build end-to-end modern web
application using Spring and Angular, then this
book is for you. The book directly heads to show
you how to create the backend with Spring,
showing you how to configure the Spring MVC
building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

and handle Web requests. It will take you
through the key aspects such as building REST
API endpoints, using Hibernate, working with
Junit 5 etc. Once you have secured and tested
the backend, we will go ahead and start working
on the front end with Angular. You will learn
about fundamentals of Angular and Typescript
and create an SPA using components, routing
etc. Finally, you will see how to integrate both
the applications with REST protocol and deploy
the application using tools such as Jenkins and
Docker. Style and approach This is a
straightforward guide that shows how to build a
complete web application in Angular and Spring.
Beginning Spring Boot 2 - K. Siva Prasad
Reddy 2017-09-27
Learn Spring Boot and how to build Java-based
enterprise, web, and microservice applications
with it. In this book, you'll see how to work with
relational and NoSQL databases, build your first
microservice, enterprise, or web application, and
enhance that application with REST APIs. You'll
also learn how to build reactive web applications
using Spring Boot along with Spring Web
Reactive. Then you’ll secure your Spring Bootcreated application or service before testing and
deploying it. After reading and learning with
Beginning Spring Boot 2, you'll have the skills
and techniques to start building your first Spring
Boot applications and microservices with
confidence to take the next steps in your career
journey. What You'll Learn Use Spring Boot
autoconfiguration Work with relational and
NoSQL databases Build web applications with
Spring Boot Apply REST APIs using Spring Boot
Create reactive web applications using Spring
Web Reactive Secure your Spring Boot
applications or web services Test and deploy
your Spring Boot applications Who This Book Is
For Experienced Java and Spring Framework
developers who are new to the new Spring Boot
micro-framework.
Building Applications with Spring 5 and Vue.js 2
- James J. Ye 2018-10-26
Become efficient in both frontend and backend
web development with Spring and Vue Key
FeaturesConnect application’s frontend and
backend with Vue, Vuex, and Spring
BootLeverage the latest web standards to
enhance code performance, readability, and
cross-compatibilityBuild secure full-stack web
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applications with Spring SecurityBook
Description Building Applications with Spring 5
and Vue.js 2, with its practical approach, helps
you become a full-stack web developer. As well
as knowing how to write frontend and backend
code, a developer has to tackle all problems
encountered in the application development life
cycle – starting from the simple idea of an
application, to the UI and technical designs, and
all the way to implementation, testing,
production deployment, and monitoring. With
the help of this book, you'll get to grips with
Spring 5 and Vue.js 2 as you learn how to
develop a web application. From the initial
structuring to full deployment, you’ll be guided
at every step of developing a web application
from scratch with Vue.js 2 and Spring 5. You’ll
learn how to create different components of your

building-web-apps-with-spring-5-and-angular-4-ebook

application as you progress through each
chapter, followed by exploring different tools in
these frameworks to expedite your development
cycle. By the end of this book, you’ll have gained
a complete understanding of the key design
patterns and best practices that underpin
professional full-stack web development. What
you will learnAnalyze requirements and design
data modelsDevelop a single-page application
using Vue.js 2 and Spring 5Practice concept,
logical, and physical data modelingDesign,
implement, secure, and test RESTful API Add
test cases to improve reliability of an
applicationMonitor and deploy your application
to productionWho this book is for Building
Applications with Spring 5.0 and Vue.js 2.0 is for
you if you are developer who is new to Vue.js or
Spring. It is assumed that you have some
knowledge of HTML, CSS, and Java.
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